Solar radio images in decimeter wave range consist of many complicated components including a disk component, some bright and weak compact sources, and many diffuse features. Complicated structures combining these various components maybe cause restoration failure when using conventional algorithms. Furthermore, the images at different frequencies band are pretty different. Therefore, restoration method for solar radio image is different from other radio sources. Some image restoration methods were applied and obtained good results on Nancay radioheliograph images and Nobeyama radioheliograph images, and some new methods were introduced into processing these complicated solar radio images in recent years. For a new radioheliograph with ultrawide frequency band, new image restoration method which can maximize function of telescope is demanded. Different images could be obtained from the same visibilities data by using different weighting functions in imaging processing. In this paper, a new restoration method for solar radio image was proposed. Two images with different weighting functions from the same data are combined in this method. This restoration method has applied to data processing of Mingantu spectral radioheliograph.
Introduction
Mingantu spectral radioheliograph (MUSER) is a solar dedicated radio interferometric array that can produce high temporal resolution, high spectral resolution, and high spatial resolution radio images at decimeter to centimeter wave range [1] . Observation in routine has been carried out for 3 years since 2016; a mass of observational data and some image results have been obtained. The solar radio images are very different from other radio astronomical images. This is because there are a lot of different kinds of structures in solar radio images, such as a solar disk component; some bright compact sources like flares; some faint compact sources like radio emissions associated with X-ray bright points and X-ray jets; many diffuse features like active regions, depressions associated with dark filaments, and plateaushaped enhancements in polar and coronal-hole regions [2] . Such complicated structures could cause restoration failure and increased computational time when using conventional algorithms. Using standard CLEAN algorithm and its evolutional algorithm cannot obtain good results for MUSER images with ultrawide frequency band.
Some methods developed for other radioheliographs in the world give us some experiences to solve this problem. A new improved multiscale CLEAN algorithm was applied to Nancay radioheliograph (NRH) data. This algorithm restores solar image with a wide spectrum of spatial scales by using 5 or 6 uv-filters including a central disk and 4 or 5 rings, and it is less time-consuming than the ordinary CLEAN procedure [3] . About Nobeyama radioheliograph (NoRH), there are 3 methods to process image; the first of the three used standard CLEAN algorithms, optimized to flares using dirty models, which mean the dirty images of model Gaussian sources with various sizes [4] . The Steer algorithm was the second method, which is better for diffuse radio sources [2] . The third method is to attain the expected resolution in partial images and introduces two-step CLEANs [5] .
According to our knowledge of solar physics, we know that solar radio image at different frequency band corresponds to positions in different height from solar surface.
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That means solar radio images at low frequency band are much different than ones at higher frequency band. The frequency of MUSER is 0.4GHz to 15 GHz, which is much wider than NRH and NoRH. It is hard to process these data at wide frequency band with the same method. Therefore, methods for NoRH and NRH could not be applied directly to process MUSER data. Therefore, a new image restoration method is proposed to process MUSER data in wide frequency band in this paper.
Restoration Method
Usually the weighting function is specified in many Fourier transform imaging programs to fine tune the beam shape [6] . The beam shape can be controlled or be extended by the weighting function. The beam shape means spatial resolution. The image with different spatial resolution can be processed from the same visibilities by using different weighting functions. The main idea of this restoration method is combination of two images which applied different weighting functions and different clean procedures.
The Weighting Functions.
The points in u-v coverage are always insufficient for an interferometric array, especially for solar observation in snapshot mode. The radio image of the sun is changing with time, it is impossible to combine the visibilities with longer integration time to improve quality of image. The integration time for solar observation is only a couple of milliseconds. The distribution of points in u-v plane is not uniform. The density weighting function can be used to compensate for the clumping of data in u-v plane by weighting by the reciprocal of the local density [6] . There are two choices for the weighting function in a general way, natural weighting and uniform weighting.
For natural weighting, all of points in u-v plane were treated equally. For solar observation, a large member of short baselines are necessary for achieving the solar disk and largescale structure well. The number of MUSER antennas within 100 meters is about 40 percent. Therefore, natural weighting emphasizes the data from the short baselines. The shape of beam intends to be extended, and a relative wide beam size will occur in the image with natural weighting. But the advantage of extended beam size is to get much better signalto-noise ratio for detecting the weak sources, such as dark filaments and coronal hole.
For uniform weighting, points within denser areas in u-v plane have lower weights than others. The density distribution of central area is dense and the surrounding is sparse gradually. That means the weight of data from short baseline is lower than from long baseline. It makes against observing large-scale structure of solar image. Compared to natural weighting, the beam size with uniform weighting is less than with natural weighting and is better for obtaining high spatial resolution for the compact sources in the sun, such as flare and X-ray jets.
Sometimes, these two weighting functions are insufficient especially in the snapshot mode of observing. For super uniform weighting, robust weighting was developed to be response to these problems [6] . In this image restoration method, only natural weighting and uniform weighting have been taken into account.
The Deconvolution.
The visibilities output from correlator of an interferometry can be used to produce an image of distribution of sky brightness. But the quality of image is insufficient due to the loss of visibilities caused by limited number of antennas. So, the deconvolution is necessary for radio images observed by interferometric array. The CLEAN algorithm and some derivative algorithm are the predominant algorithm used for deconvolution of radio images. In this restoration method, standard CLEAN algorithm and Steer algorithm are combined for MUSER image.
The CLEAN algorithm was devised by J. Hogbom in 1974 [7] ; it intends to create a model of the true "skybrightness distribution" from the "dirty image" which is the observed image using the "dirty beam". The model is called the "clean image" and is created using the "clean beam," which represents an ideal PSF. It is typically a Gaussian function of the same FWHM as the central component of the dirty beam [8] . The CLEAN algorithm can get better results for point sources or point-like sources. But the extended sources sometimes could not be recovered because of lacking the extremely short or zero spacings. For solar observation, solar disk component always existed in images. So standard CLEAN procedure is insufficient to process the data of MUSER.
The Steer algorithm is proposed by Steer et al. in 1984 [9] ; it was applied to the data processing in daily solar images in the automatic data processing routine of the Nobeyama radioheliograph [2] . The Steer algorithm deals with radio sources in a group rather than individually. Components brighter than a certain fraction of the peak brightness in the dirty image are regarded as a group, called a contour-trim; the contour-trim is convolved with the dirty beam to create a dirty contour-trim, which is extracted from the dirty image [9] . The Steer algorithm needs less computational time than standard CLEAN algorithm due to group subtraction other than point subtraction.
Combination of Weighting and Deconvolution.
According to analysis of different weighting functions and deconvolution algorithm, uniform weighting and standard CLEAN algorithm intended to process point sources and point-like sources, and natural weighting and Steer algorithm intended to deal with extended sources. There are various structures including a disk, compact sources, and diffuse sources in solar radio images as mentioned in the Introduction of this paper. Therefore, the main idea is combination of different weighting functions and deconvolution algorithms; a new synthetic restoration method is proposed and proceeds as follows.
(1) Remove partial solar disk component A solar disk component created by convolution of a model of solar disk and the dirty beam was subtracted from the visibilities data before applying this method and added back in clean images finally. It must be noted that the component subtracted is not all solar disk and is just part of solar disk. The reason of this is more easily detecting the weak sources in the solar disk than the solar disk removed completely. Therefore, some bright and faint compact sources, many diffuse structures, and partial disk were left for restoration. Besides that the peak values of the two clean images should be scaled to the same before adding together.
Result of MUSER Observation
This new restoration method was performed on observational data of MUSER. The data on July 5, 2016, was processed with this restoration method. The frequency of this observation is 4.2 GHz. The sun is very quiet without any bursts from flux density observed by Nobeyama radio polarimeters and radio spectrum of MUSER. To improve quality of image, the 2-hour data with 10-minute cadence were merged together. The integration time of each point in u-v plane is 60 milliseconds. The antenna configuration and u-v coverage of this data are shown in Figure 1 . The dirty image with natural weighting function and clean image using Steer algorithm are shown in Figure 2 . The dirty image with uniform weighting function and clean image using Hogbom CLEAN algorithm are shown in Figure 3 . The final image using this restoration method and image observed with NoRH are shown in Figure 4 .
From the final image using this restoration method applied to MUSER observational data, the quality of this image is better than only using one deconvolution algorithm, similar result to NoRH. There are differences between images of MUSER and NoRH due to different observational frequency.
Discussion
Only natural weighting and uniform weighting are performed in this restoration method in this paper. Solar radio images at different frequency are different. Also, the solar image in a different phase of the solar activity cycle, such as solar minimum and maximum, is much different. Therefore, some other weighting functions, such as robust weighting, perhaps need be considered on the data with other frequency bands in the future. In addition, the cleaned image by different weighting function is added together with equal weighting. Adjusting different weights for different cleaned images makes this restoration method more general for processing different solar images.
Conclusion
MUSER is a solar dedicated interferometry which is called new generation solar radio telescope. It covered decimeter to centimeter wave range. Some new restoration methods or algorithms are needed to meet the requirement of the Advances in Astronomy 5 ultrawide frequency band and complicated structures of solar image. In this paper, a new restoration method is proposed and applied to the data of MUSER, obtaining some results.
